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FERMENTASAURUS
SNUB-NOSE

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
This instruction manual provides information on the safe handling and 
usage of the KEG-KING Fermentasaurus SNUB- NOSE. For safety 
reasons, it is vital that you read this instruction manual from front to 
back before using this product.

FERMENT-CARBONATE-TRANSFER-SERVE.

Safety Protocols  

The Fermenter King Snub Nose is made of bottle-grade PET plastic that is highly crystalline and pressurizable. 
The following protocols must be addressed to ensure your own safety when handling the tank under pressure.
• Do not expose the tank to temperatures above 122°F (50°C) or below 28.5°F (-2°C). 
• Do not apply more than 35 psi (2.4 bar) to the tank under any circumstance. 
• Never connect to an unregulated pressure source. 
• If you connect to an external pressure source; ensure it has an independent pressure relief valve (PRV). 
• Use only the RED PRV supplied by MCH Australia Pty Ltd on the pressure lid. 
• Do not use the tank under pressure if it has been physically damaged i.e. dropped on the ground. 
• The tank is pressure tested at production and is marked with a date for retesting. Past the marked date, 
ensure that the tank undergoes a hydrostatic pressure test before further usage under pressure.

The Fermenter King Snub Nose is made from BPA-free, bottle-grade 
PET plastic, and is excellent for pressure fermentation. Fermenting 
under pressure has its benefits in spades; these include low ester for-
mation, less dependence on temperature control, oxygen-free transfer, 
and beer that is near-carbonated after fermentation.
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1. Clean, wash and sanitize the tank at ambient temperatures. Do not clean, wash, and sanitize the tank at 
temperatures above 122°F (30°C).
2. Do not apply more than 35 psi (2.4 bar) to the tank under any circumstance.
3. NEVER connect to an unregulated pressure source.
4. If you connect an external pressure source; ensure it has an independent pressure relief valve (PRV) pre-set 
to below 35 psi (2.4 bar).
5. Use only the RED pressure relief valve supplied by MCH Australia Pty Ltd on the pressure lid.
6. Do not tamper with the pressure relief valve.
7. Do not use the tank under pressure if it has been physically damaged i.e. dropped on the ground.
8. Do not expose to temperatures below 28.5°F (-2°C).
9. Keep the tank out of direct sunlight and other sources of UV radiation.
10. The tank is pressure tested at production and is marked with a date for retesting. If it is being used under 
pressure then a hydrostatic test must be conducted every 24 months to ensure that it is safe for reuse. Re-
placement tanks are available through Anvil Brewing Equipment and our authorized distributors.
11. Cleaners must be diluted to suitable concentrations before use. If extended contact time is expected, then 
users must ensure that cleaners are chemically compatible

9.2 GALLON TANK
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Fermentation 
 
1. Clean and sanitize all components prior to assembly.
2. Thread the red pressure relief valve into the pressure lid firmly. Do not overtighten.
3. Ensure that the gas and liquid bulkhead fittings are correctly assembled with the post fully tightened onto 
the pressure lid. Insert the bulkhead fittings into the holes in the pressure lid and tighten the locknuts. O-rings 
should be located on the top surface of the lid for correct sealing.
4. Lubricate the silicon dip tube with some no rinse sanitizer and slide one end over the steam of the liquid post 
bulkhead fitting. Slide the other end of the silicon tube over the floating pickup tube.
5. Lubricate the entire NBR Lid Seal with some food grade lubricant and fit to the underside of the gravity lid.
6. Place the pressure lid on the mouth of the Fermenter King Snub and ensure that the seal seats correctly.
7. Put a small amount of food grade lubricant on the top outer ring of the cap.
8. Place the top thread ring over the lid and tighten firmly.

Graduations Sitckers

The graduations sticker has a RED line at the 7.4 gallons (28 liters) mark that is designed to line up with the 
topmost mold line of the main tank. Keep in mind that the tank will expand under pressure which will lead to a 
slight inaccuracy of these markings. This is normal.

Naturally ferment or dry hop under pressure.
Some people believe that fermenting beer under pressure is the best way to go. With an adjustable pressure 
relief valve (spunding valve) attached to the gas post, you can control the build up of pressure inside your tank. 
Various advantages exist for fermenting under controlled pressure and these include:

• Reducing ester production and controlling ester profiles.
• The capacity of ferment, at higher temperature with fewer off flavors.
• Early dry hopping during fermentation to allow oxygen in the hops to be metabolized and retain volatile hop 
compounds.

Cleaning & Sanitising

• Clean, wash, and sanitize the tank at temperatures below 122°F (50°C).
• Cleaners and sanitizers must be diluted to their recommended concentrations.
• Users must ensure that the chemicals are compatible with PET, polyethylene, polypropylene, silicone rubber 
and stainless steel.

Storage

The Fermenter King Snub Nose should always be stored clean and dry after use. Do not stack other items on 
the stainless steel stand or on top of the fermenter tank.
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Fermentation 
 
Wort should be chilled to below 30°C prior to transfer to the Fermenter King Gen 3 tank. After pitching  in the 
yeast, close up the tank and ferment with controlled temperature and pressure. To control  Fermenter King Gen 
3’s internal pressure, we recommend attaching the Keg King spunding valve (KK-9161)  to an MFL gas ball 
lock disconnect (KK-7797 for stainless steel) and affixing the spunding  valve set up to the gas ball lock post on 


